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PRIVACY NOTICE 

UPDATED 24.5.18 

 

1. Controller  

TellWell Translations, Motarinkuja 4 C 29, 33800 Tampere, Finland 

Business identity code: 2415507-4 

Phone: +358 45 855 1734 

Email: paula.erkintalo@tellwell.fi 

  

2. Contact in register matters 

Paula Erkintalo, paula.erkintalo@tellwell.fi  

TellWell Translations, Motarinkuja 4 C 29, 33800 Tampere, Finland 

 

3. Register names 

TellWell Translations’ interest group and marketing register (herein ”Register”) which 
includes 

1. Customer Register (sub-register) 

2. Interest Group Register (sub-register) 

3. Vendor Register (sub-register) 

4. Marketing Register (sub-register). 

 

4. Information included in the Register 

The data collected in the Customer Register includes data provided by the customer organisation’s 
contact person or available from public sources, such as first name and surname and contact details of 
TellWell Translations’ business customer’s contact person or other natural person (herein: 
“Customer”); classification information generally available; information on the permits and bans on 
marketing; customer feedback information provided by the Customer; the order information, invoicing 
information and delivery information related to the Customer; and other information that is related to 
projects and custom or is relevant for the development and provision of the service. 
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The data collected in the Interest Group Register includes data provided by the contact person 
of the interest group organisation or available from public sources, such as the following data 
related to the contact person or other natural person belonging in TellWell Translations’ interest 
group (herein: “Member of an Interest Group”): first name and surname, contact details, 
classification information generally available, and information on permits and bans on 
marketing. 
 

The data collected in the Vendor Register includes the following data related to language 
experts, technical experts, graphic designers and other professionals in the role of TellWell 
Translations’ vendors relevant for the provision of the services of the business (herein: Vendor): 
first name and surname; contact details; other identification data (such as business identity code, 
or, for Vendors invoicing via an invoicing service, personal identification number); information 
on service prices; information on permits and bans on marketing; classification information 
provided by the Vendor (such as services provided by the Vendor, CVs and fields of 
specialisation); to make possible the suitable allocation of work, information on the projects 
which have included Vendor’s services; and feedback information given on the Vendor’s 
performance. 

The data collected in the Marketing Register is used for communication and direct business-to-
business marketing via email and includes the following information of potential customers: the 
person’s name, the person’s email address, the person’s title / responsibility area in the business, 
the person’s phone number, the business’ contact details, and the business’ business area. 

 

5. Categories of recipients of personal data 

In addition to the Controller, the data included in the subregisters Customer Register and Vendor 
Register is processed, when necessary, by TellWell Translations’ vendors who provide language 
services, translation services and other services relevant for the provision of the service and are 
located in the EU; a Finnish accountancy firm, a Finnish newsletter service provider; a file 
transfer service located in the EU; a Finnish email service provider and a bank located in the 
EU. In addition to the Controller, the data included in the subregisters Interest Group Register 
and Marketing Register is processed by a Finnish newsletter service provider and a Finnish 
email service provider. A data processing agreement pursuant to the General Data Protection 
Regulation has been made with all recipients. 

 

6. Regular sources of data 

The data stored in the register includes data received from customers and vendors from such 
sources as email, messages sent on a web form, phone, contracts, and data retrieved from public 
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sources generally available. Data on the interest groups is primarily received from meetings and 
retrieved from public sources generally available. The information included in the Marketing 
Register is mainly retrieved from public sources. 

 

7. Retention period for personal information 

The Customer’s personal data is retained for five (5) years after the end of the customer 
relationship, or, if so required by the law, longer than this. The end of the customer relationship 
shall be deemed to end on the date of the last invoice sent to the customer. The personal data of 
the Vendors is retained for five (5) years after the end of the cooperation relationship, the end 
being deemed as the date on which the contract on the cooperation is terminated. The 
information included in the Interest Group Register and Marketing Register are retained as long 
as needed, unless the data subject requests the erasure of their personal data by contacting the 
controller. The data can be retained longer than mentioned above, if so required by the law. 

 

8. Purpose of processing of personal data 

The purpose of the processing of personal data is for the management and development of 
customer, interest group or vendor relationships; the provision and development of the service 
and customer service; communicating about the service, and invoicing. The grounds for the 
processing of the Customer’s and the Vendor’s personal data is a contractual relationship. The 
grounds for the processing of the personal data included in the Interest Group Register and 
Marketing Register is a legitimate interest. 

The grounds for the processing of the Vendor’s personal identification number is the 
management of TellWell Translations’ interests related to the principal-contractor relationship. 
The grounds for the processing is, thus, TellWell Translations’ legitimate interest. 

TellWell Translations may send targeted marketing messages and messages related to 
customer communication and communication with trusted partners to the contact people 
in its Register, and the recipient may ban this messaging via the link included in the 
message or by contacting the Controller, whose contact details are found below: 

Paula Erkintalo, Motarinkuja 4 C 29, 33800 Tampere, Finland, +358 45 855 1734, 
paula.erkintalo@tellwell.fi 

 

9. Transfer of information 

TellWell Translations does not transfer the data in the Register. 
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10. Disclosure of data outside the EU or the EEA area 

The data in the Register is not disclosed outside the EU or the EEA area. 

 

11. The principles of Register protection 

The Register is electronic and its data is located in TellWell Translations’ Finnish information 
system and its backup copies on a separate backup drive. For Vendors and Customers, the 
Register is partly manual. The manual dossier is stored in locked facilities to which only the 
business owner Paula Erkintalo and the people individually authorised by her have access. 

The personal data is kept confidential. The data network and hardware of the Controller and 
their information technology partners are protected with a firewall and sufficient technical data 
protection solutions. The data of the Register is located on Finnish servers. The data stored in 
the Register has been protected securely and can only be accessed by the Controller and the 
people authorised by her. The use of data systems is monitored and the access to the systems is 
limited to the Controller and the people authorised by her. The user of the data systems is 
identified with a username and password. 

The data in the Register is mainly processed by the Controller. To the extent that it is necessary 
for the completion of TellWell Translations’ statutory obligations, customer data in the Register, 
most typically name and contact details, may be processed, in addition to the Controller, by 
Vendors necessary for providing the service. To the extent that is necessary for the provision of 
the service, Vendor data in the Register, most typically name and contact details, may be 
processed, in addition to the Controller, by TellWell Translations’ Customers, in which case the 
Controller will inform the data subjects in the role of Vendors and the data processor in the role 
of the Customer providing the necessary instructions on the matter. TellWell Translations has a 
data processing contract governing data processing with all its Vendors and has provided them 
with instructions on data processing and information security. 

 

12. Rights of data subjects 

a. Right to object  

The data subject has the right to object to processing of their data for direct marketing and other 
marketing.  

b. The right of access the information  
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The data subject has the right to check, according to the instructions provided in this Privacy 
Notice, what information about them has been stored in the Register. The right to access can be 
denied in accordance with the law. The right to access can be used with no charge twice during a 
calender year. 

c. The data subject’s right to obtain the rectification or the erasure of data or the limitation of 
processing  

As soon as the data subject becomes aware of or finds himself or herself an error, the data 
subject shall obtain from the controller without undue delay the rectification of, the erasure of or 
the completion of the personal data in the Register that is against the purpose of the Register, 
erroneous, unnecessary, insufficient or outdated by contacting the controller. 

The data subject also has the right to obtain from the controller the restriction of processing of 
his or her personal data. 

d. Right to data portability  

As far as the data subject has himself or herself provided to the Register with data which is 
processed to execute a contract between the controller and the data subject, the data subject has 
the right to obtain this data to himself or herself primarily in a machine-readable format and the 
right to transmit those data to another controller. 

e. Right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority  

The data subject has the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority, if the Controller 
has not followed the applicable data protection regulations. 

f. Other rights  

If the grounds for the processing of personal data is the consent of the data subject, the data 
subject has the right to withdraw his or her consent by notifying the Controller. 

 

13. Changes to Privacy Notice 

TellWell Translations reserves the right to change this Privacy Notice without notice. The 
Controller advises the parties to familiarise themselves with the Privacy Notice regularly. 

 

 

 


